Toilet seat parts diagram

You drive all over town, maybe spend more than one day looking, and then you may still not
find what you need after making all those stops. Well, we have the solution! Our extensive
selection and great prices will make shopping for what you need a snap, and if you aren't sure
what you need our helpful staff is here for you. Learn how a toilet works and how to find the
right repair parts for your toilet. Can't find your specific brand? We offer a huge selection of
universal flappers that fit many brands of toilets. Simply compare your flapper with the flappers
shown here to find one that will fit your toilet. Check out our toilet seat index page for even
more brands and hard-to-find toilet seats! The best place to start is your toilet tank - to
determine what your toilet model number and brand are. Some toilets might even have a list of
replacement parts on the underside of the tank lid. Check out our video below to learn more
about how your toilet works and how you can find the RIGHT replacement parts for your toilet or read our guide to finding "will fit" toilet parts for more assistance. It looks like you offer a
huge selection of toilet repair parts. Do you sell toilets as well? Yes we do. We offer residential
toilets such as: Barclay and macerating toilets. We also offer a few commercial toilets and
urinals. Due to safety concerns with pressure assist toilets, we choose not to offer this type of
toilet nor do we offer parts for these models. There are many toilet models that were offered as
both "pressure assist" and "non-pressure assist" and we offer parts for the "non-pressure
assist" models. There are many so called eco-friendly products on the market. However,
eco-friendly does not necessarily mean user friendly. In our opinion, we have not found one that
is user friendly. Toilets are designed to flush with a set water usage and that is why the federal
government passed a law in the 's that all new toilets made must flush using 1. Once the waste
is flushed from the toilet, a certain amount of water is still needed to push the waste down the
drain line to the sewer or septic tank. Most "eco-friendly" conversion devices we have seen
allow the user to flush a toilet at two levels. Some are called 'dual flush'. One level is set higher
to allow a lesser amount of water to be flushed into the bowl, and the other lower level to allow a
full flush when needed. The one set higher will not necessarily flush the water in the bowl, but
can dilute it. Not eco-friendly in our minds if it is not sanitary. If you have to flush a toilet twice
to get the water in the toilet to flush completely out, then it is not "eco-friendly", and possibly
should be replaced with a toilet that is designed to use less water and still flush properly.
Possibly in the future, if someone designs a tank coversion product that is both eco-friendly
and sanitary, then we would certainly consider offering that product. Plumbing Terms. View
Cart. Toggle navigation Help View Cart Contact. Learn how a toilet works and how to find the
right repair parts for your toilet Tips to help troubleshoot your commode or keep scrolling for
repair parts :. Figuring out my toilet model number Finding parts for my toilet Troubleshooting a
"running" toilet. Troubleshooting a leaky toilet How to unclog a toilet Improving toilet
performance. American Standard Toilet Flappers. Briggs Toilet Flappers. Caroma Dual Flush
Valve Seals. Case Toilet Flappers. Crane Toilet Flappers. Eljer Toilet Flappers. Gerber Toilet
Flappers. Kohler Toilet Flappers. Porcher Toilet Flappers. Toto Toilet Flappers. Universal "Will
Fit" Toilet Flappers. American Standard Fill Valves. Briggs Toilet Fill Valves. Caroma Toilet Fill
Valves. Case Toilet Fill Valves. Crane Toilet Fill Valves. Delta Toilet Fill Valves. Eljer Toilet Fill
Valves. Fluidmaster Toilet Fill Valves. Gerber Toilet Fill Valves. Kohler Toilet Fill Valves.
Mansfield Toilet Fill Valves. Porcher Toilet Fill Valves. Toto Toilet Fill Valves. Universal Rundle
Fill Valves. American Standard Flush Valves. Briggs Toilet Flush Valves. Caroma Toilet Flush
Valves. Case Toilet Flush Valves. Crane Toilet Flush Valves. Delta Toilet Flush Valves. Eljer
Toilet Flush Valves. Fluidmaster Toilet Flush Valves. Gerber Toilet Flush Valves. Ifo Toilet Flush
Valves. Kohler Toilet Flush Valves. Mansfield Toilet Flush Valves. Porcher Toilet Flush Valves.
Toto Toilet Flush Valves. Universal Rundle Flush Valves. We also offer dual flush conversion
kits to turn your 1. American Standard Seats. Bemis Toilet Seats. Briggs Toilet Seats. Crane
Toilet Seats. Delta Toilet Seats. Eljer Toilet Seats. Eljer Emblem Square-Front Seats. Gerber
Toilet Seats. Kohler Toilet Seats. Mansfield Toilet Seats. Toto Toilet Seats. Universal Rundle
Toilet Seats. Adjustable Flush Levers. American Standard Tank Levers. Briggs Toilet Flush
Levers. Caroma Push Button Flush Levers. Case Toilet Flush Levers. Crane Trip Levers. Delta
Toilet Trip Levers. Eljer Toilet Trip Levers. Fluidmaster Toilet Trip Levers. Gerber Trip Levers.
Kohler Toilet Flush Levers. Mansfield Toilet Tank Levers. Porcher Toilet Tank Levers. Toto
Toilet Flush Levers. Universal Rundle Toilet Trip Levers. Right Hand Toilet Flush Levers.
Designer "Will Fit" Tank Levers. Old Fashioned Style Trip Levers. Push Button Toilet Flush
Levers. Tank Gaskets. Toilet Supply Kits. Toilet Flanges. Toilet Rings. Closet Spuds.
Professional Plungers. Toilet Bowl Cleaners. Wall Hung Toilet Elbows. Toilet Bowl Bolt Caps.
View Briggs Toilet Parts by Series. View Caroma Toilet Parts by Series. View Case Toilet Parts
by Series. View Crane Toilet Parts by Series. Clair toilets repair parts for Stratus toilets repair
parts for Tennison toilets repair parts for Terrace Emblem toilets repair parts for Terrace Ultra
toilets. View Eljer Toilet Parts by Series. Vernon toilets repair parts for Picturesque toilets repair

parts for Viper toilets repair parts for Wicker Park toilets. View Gerber Toilet Parts by Series.
View Kohler Toilet Parts by Series. View Mansfield Toilet Parts by Series. View Porcher Toilet
Parts by Series. View Toto Toilet Parts by Series. Adara Amega Apollo. Astoria Athens Atlas.
Bordeau Carlton Celina. Clifton Contempo Delano. Farrington Hercules Lunar. Nostalgia Polaris
Saturn. Taurus Tuscany Vintage Lace. Please double check the model number and date stamp
in your toilet and cross reference that with available pictures and diagrams prior to ordering to
ensure you're getting the correct parts for your toilet. Toilet History and Other Toilet Pages. The
history of toilets Flushing toilets - historic information. Ceramic Water Closets - history book
Creators of the first toilets. All Rights Reserved. Personally, when toilet problems like these
happened at our home, we would call the plumber and pay a hefty repair bill to have these
simple repairs done. Some Toilet problems require a professional plumber â€” But most toilet
repairs do not, and are simple DIY jobs. With a good diagram of toilet parts â€” the majority of
toilet repairs can easily be fixed by the homeowner. These tools include:. While the specific
tools will vary, most repairs can be done using an adjustable wrench and a screwdriver.
However, if your toilet is older and has rusted bolts on it, you may also need a pair of vice grips
to help you break them loose before you can remove them with your wrench. Most parts of toilet
assemblies are located inside the Toilet Tank. If you need some help identifying them, refer to
the toilet parts diagram below for a complete look at all the interior Toilet Parts. Incidentally,
unless you need to completely replace your Fill Valve, the repairs below do not require any
tools. The first step in making repairs to the parts of a toilet tank is to determine which toilet
pieces are the problem. The fast way to do this is to look for the vertical white plastic tube
standing up inside the tank. This is known as the Flush Valve and acts as a protection
mechanism to keep the tank from overfilling. If the water is flowing into the Flush Valve , then
the problem is with your Fill Valve see detail below â€” which is not shutting off properly. The
easiest way to tell whether or not your flapper has gone bad is to press it down from inside the
tank with your hand. If additional pressure closes off the tank and stops the toilet from running,
the flapper probably needs to be replaced. Like any other moving part, flappers wear out over a
while, eventually preventing them from sealing properly. To replace the flapper, start by turning
off the water to your toilet and draining the toilet tank. After this, you should be able to reach
inside, grab the flapper and carefully remove, it by pulling it off the tabs that secure it on either
side. Next, detach the flapper from the chain that connects to the toilet handle. If there is any
lime, slime, or hard water build-up where your old flapper seats against the flapper seat on the
flush valve, you can use a scouring pad to remove it and make sure that the new flapper forms
the best possible seal. To complete the installation, attach the new flapper and reattach the
chain from the handle. Before finishing up, you should turn the water back on and test the new
flapper. Although flush valve problems are usually the result of a worn flapper, other issues can
come up. If the chain that runs between the flapper and the handle arm is too loose or too tight,
it can prevent the toilet from flushing correctly. If the chain appears unusually loose or so tight
that it is preventing the flapper from sealing after a flush, you can try adjusting the chain itself.
Assuming the Fill Valve is the problem, the first thing you should check is whether your Float is
adjusted correctly. See both diagrams below Simply lift the float gently to its highest position
and listen to see if the water stops running. Many toilets will have a simple screw at the top of
the valve assembly that can be used to adjust the float cup. This will adjust the position of the
float ball in the tank and cause the water to shut off at the fill valve. If the fill valve is stuck,
remove and clean, or more likely replace it. This is a very inexpensive part and easily replaced.
Simply remove t he top cap of the Fill Valve and inspect the rubber washer on top. If the fill
valve washer appears to be cracked, not pliable, or worn out â€” replace it with an identical
washer available at any hardware store. This could be a very simple and cheap fix to stop your
fill valve from running continually. This solution is a bit more labor-intensive than the others,
but it will fix any issues you have relating to a fill valve. Once you get past the Toilet Tank parts,
the parts of the Toilet Bowl are more straightforward. The entire principle of toilet operation is
quite simple. From the Toilet bowl, water is flushed down a bent flow in the toilet bowl casting.
The Toilet tank refills and is ready to complete the process again. Make sure you position the
Floor Bolts shown below, at the same time as the new wax ring, ahead of setting the toilet back
in place. If water is seeping out of your toilet and pooling around the bottom, the problem is an
almost certain failure of the wax ring. Many homeowners panic a little when they see used toilet
water seeping from under the toilet during flushes. In reality, this is more common than you
realize. The issue, however, is simple, and the toilet repair is very cheap and easy for most
homeowners, by following these 10 steps:. To clean , thoroughly scrape, and remove all leftover
residue. If you see any damage to the PVC flange mounted to the floor , remove and replace the
floor flange to match the size of your drain pipe this type of damage is very uncommon. Make
sure you install them in the same toilet flange slots as the original bolts were in. Be careful not

to manipulate the wax ring too much when setting it on top of the flange, as bending it may
prevent it from forming a complete and tight seal. This method is illustrated below:. If you want
to save money and time by waiting for and paying for a plumber, consider making an easy DIY
project out of your toilet repair the next time it starts running continuously or leaking. With a
little know-how and some basic tools, you can have your t
ford f150 fuel filter location
acura coolant
car audio speaker wiring diagrams
oilet back in working order quickly, eliminate the risk of flooding , and at the same time avoid
costly damage and keep mold from occurring. Have some additional tips on repairing toilets?
Leave us a quick comment below â€” we would love to hear from you. Thanks again for visiting
BestHomeGear. Com and good luck with your DIY toilet repairs! Its articles like this from Best
home gear, that give me the confidence i need to repair a toilet myself â€” thanks for sharing!
Thomas glad to hear my article boosted your confidence enough to make your own repairs!
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